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INTRODUCTION 
Let k be a perfect field of characteristic p > 2. By abelian Hopf algebra we 
mean strictly commutative, cocommutative, connected, graded Hopf algebra 
over k (see [lo]). Denote by Z the category of all abelian Hopf algebras. 
Following Auslander, Green and Reiten [l] we say that an object H in &’ has 
a waist if there exists a non-zero proper subobject M of H such that every sub- 
object of H contains M or is contained in M. In this case we say that M is a waist 
in H. It is easy to see that the class of objects of X having waists includes non- 
simple noetherian objects with a unique maximal subobject and non-simple 
coirreducible objects having a simple subobject. 
In this paper we give a complete description of all abelian Hopf algebras with 
waists. In particular we prove that a non-simple abelian Hopf algebra H has 
a waist if and only if either it is coirreducible and has a unique simple subobject 
or it is noetherian and has a unique maximal proper subobject. Moreover it is 
shown that the endomorphism ring of every abelian Hopf algebra with waist 
is the ring of Witt p-vectors of finite length. 
Recall that &’ is a locally noetherian Grothendieck category and H is a 
noetherian object in Z iff H is finitely generated as k-algebra (see [4, 51). In 
[5] Schoeller showed that X = ..%? x .X+ where &- is the full subcategory 
of Z consisting of Hopf algebras generated by elements of odd degrees and Z+ 
is the full subcategory of .%’ of all Hopf algebras which are zero in odd degrees. 
Moreover, .%- is a semi-simple category and each of its indecomposable objects 
is simple. The category %+ is a countable infinite product of the full sub- 
category X1 of 8 consisting of all Hopf algebras generated, as k-algebra, by 
elements of degrees 2pi, i E N = (0, 1,2,...) (see [S]). Then the full information 
on the abelian Hopf algebras with waists is contained in the category s1 . 
Section 1 contains some notation and fundamental facts on the category &$ 
needed in the paper. In particular we give a complete description of all local 
noetherian and coirreducible objects in Z1 . 
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Section 2 gives a structure theorem for abelian Hopf algebras with waists. 
We show that every such object H in tir is isomorphic with a certain non- 
simple local noetherian object or H is isomorphic with a certain non-simple 
coirreducible object having a simple subobject. 
In Section 3 we show that endomorphism ring of any local noetherian and 
coirreducible object in Zi is the ring of Witt p-vectors. In particular we obtain 
that the endomorphism ring of any abelian Hopf algebra with waist is the ring 
of Witt p-vectors of finite length. 
1. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper we assume that k is a perfect field of characteristic 
p > 2. Let “1 = k[X, , X1 ,...I be the polynomial R-algebra on variables 
X, , n E N, with deg X, = 2~” and the comultiplication given by 
n-1 
+ ,g + [xf”-i @ 1 + 1 @ x,““-’ - A(X,)@], 
for n > 0 (see [3, 51). 
For any n E N denote by *P the Hopf subalgebra of “1 generated, as k-algebra, 
by elements X,, ,..., X, , nI the quotient Hopf algebra ~I/(X~n+1 X;Lp”+r,...), 
“S = h[x]/(x ) P w h ere deg x = 2~” and comultiplication is given by d(x) = 
x @ 1 + 1 @ x. Finally let N+ = N u {co} where N is the set of natural 
numbers. 
Furthermore, for any n E N and (n + I)-tuple (r,, ,..., r,) with ri E N+, 
i = o,..., n, 0 < ro < ... 
algebra nP/(Xt’“,. . ., 
< r, < co, denote by L(,,..V,,n, the quotient Hopf 
X,P”) where we use the convention X” = 0. 
For any 71 E N+ and a sequence (r,, , Y, ,...) with rf E N+, i E N, 0 6 r, < 
Tl < *.- d n + 1 denote by C;Tg,ll,...j the Hopf subalgebra of “1 generated, 
as k-algebra, by elements Y,““, YF,... where Yj , j E N, denotes the image of 
Xi by the natural epimorphism w, : -I-+ nI. 
In the paper we need the following results on the category A$ : 
(i) OS, lS, as,... is a complete list of non-isomorphic simple objects in SI 
[5, P* 1361. 
(ii) OI, l.&..., “I is a complete list of non-isomorphic indecomposable injective 
objects in HI [5, p. 1401. 
(iii) OP, lP, 2P,... is a family of indecomposable projective generators of ZI 
and every nP is isomorphic to the dual Hopf algebra (“I)* [5, p. 140; 6, 
Corollary 2.1(b)]. 
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(iv) x1 is a semiperfect functor category, i.e. each of its jinitely generated 
objects has a projective cover [6, Corollary 2.1(a)]. 
(v) every subobject of “P in .%$ has the form (X,““,..., Xi”‘) with 
O<ycJd e-0 < Y, < 00, i.e. it isgenerated as k-algebra by elements Xi”,..., X,“‘” 
[6, Theorem 6.1.1 
(vi) every subobject of ml in S1 is of the form (X,“‘, Xf”,...) with 0 < y. < 
Yl G ..- < CQ [6, Corollary 6.21. 
Recall that an object A in a Grothendieck category SZ! is Zocal if it has a unique 
maximal proper subobject (see [8]). A non-zero object A in d is coirreducible 
if any two non-zero subobjects of A have a non-zero intersection (see [2]). 
The following theorem gives a complete description of all local noetherian 
and all coirreducible objects in S1 . 
THEOREM 1. (a) L is a Zocal noetherian object in .%$ i# L w Lt,,...,,, 
for a certain n EN, (y. ,..., Y,) # (0 ,..., 0), with 0 G r. < ..* < Y, < 0~). 
(b) C is a coirredtible object in SI 23 C M Cam,,, ..., for a certain n E N+, 
(rO , rl ,...) # (n + 1, n + l,...) with 0 < r,, < y1 < ... < n + 1. 
Proof. It follows from (ii)-( Lemma 1.6 in [q and Proposition 6.36 in [2]. 
2. ABELIAN HOPF ALGEBRAS WITH WAISTS 
In this section we give a complete description of all objects with waists in .S’t . 
For any n E N and a (n + I)-tuple (rs ,..., Y,) # (0 ,..., 0, 1) with 
0 < Y. < a.. < Y, < co, Y, > 0, the object L(,,,...,,,) is non-simple and its 
unique maximal subobject M(,,...,rn, is generated by the images Y,, ,..., Y,-r , 
Y,” of x, )..., X,-i , X,,p by the natural epimorphism “P -+ L(,O,.,.,F,) . Then 
by (i) and Theorem l(a) we know that M(r,,...,r,) is a waist in LtrO,...,,d. Further- 
more, by (i) and Theorem l(b), for any n E N and a sequence (rO, y1 ,... 
< n + 1 r < n + 1 the ode: n + 1) with 0 < y. < rl < *.* , 9 0 
is non-simple and has the waist UyrO,rl,...) generated by Yin’= v,(X,P”), 
which is contained in all non-zero subobjects of C~rO,rl,...)  We shall show that 
every object in Zr with waist is of the above form. 
For each object H in Z1 let P(H) denote the graded k-module of all primitive 
elements of H and let Q(H) be the quotient graded k-module I(H)/I(H)z where 
l(H) is the ideal @E, H, [4]. 
THEOREM 2. Let H be an object in SI with a waist. Then either 
(4 H w L(rOs...pm) for a certain n E N, (r. ,..., Y,,) # (0 ,..., 0, 1) with 
o<yo< **- G I, < co, Y, > 0, OY 
(b) H = c;70.c1,... ) fw a certain n EN, (ro, Y, ,...) # (n, n + 1, n + l,...) 
with 0 < y. < rl < **. < n + 1, r. < n + 1. 
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Proof. Let M be a waist in H. We consider two cases: 
(1) f’(H)@f 
(2) P(H) C M. 
(1) By the assumption there exists a homogeneous primitive element 
x of H, which does not belong to M. Then the Hopf subalgebra (x) of Hgenerated 
by x contains M. Consequently M is generated by one primitive element and 
therefore H is coirreducible. Let H M C;llo,T1,...) for a certain n E Nf, 0 ,< Y,, < 
f-1 < ‘.. < n + 1. Since H is non-zero and non-simple, then r,, < n + 1 and 
(rll , r1 ,..- ) # (n, n + 1, n + I,...). Notice that by (b) one can assume that 
n = CO. Now we shall show that H is noetherian and local. From [5, pp. 143, 
1441 it follows that every homogeneous primitive element of m1 is of the form 
X$ for a certain I E N. Hence M is generated by the element Xt* for a certain 
Y,, < s < co. We claim that rl = co. For if not, we consider the subobject E 
of H generated by elements XOp’+l, XT”“, wheret=s-rr,+l.ThenEqM 
and M q E and we get a contradiction with the assumption that M is a waist 
in H. Then His generated by X6”” and H w L(u,,...,ul) where Z = r,, , u1 = CO 
and ui = 0 for i < 1. This finishes the proof in the case (I). 
(2) Let M again be a waist in H. Since “P, n E N, is the family of generators 
of &$ , then there exists an epimorphism 
It follows from (v) that vpP) m k[XO,i ,..., Xn,J/(X{~~*‘,..., XEi:/pi) for a 
certain (ni + 1)-tuples (T~,~ ,..., Y,~,~) with 0 < T,,~ < ... < Y,~,~ < CO, i ~1. 
We set iH = v(‘QP), Yt,< = v(X& 0 < t < ni , i E I. Observe that without 
loss of generality one can assume that M is a proper subobject of any “H. Then 
by our assumption ni > 0, rni > 0 for each i E I. For any i E I we put 
jG = (Yo”,, ,..., Y&,j), 
jF = (Y&j ,...) Yn,-l,j>, 
iM=(Y 0.1 ,...I yn,-l,i 2 Kg7 
and denote by li the number min(t; 0 < t 6 ni , ytsi > O}. Moreover, observe 
that the elements Yli,i , i E 1, are primitive because they are of minimal degree 
in iH. Hence Yziri E M\iG and we obtain that iG C M. Now, assume that kG = 0 
for a certain k ~1. Then kH has the simple subobject S isomorphic with %S 
‘which is contained in each proper subobject of “H. Since M is a waist in H, 
then S is contained in each proper subobject of H. Consequently H is coirre- 
ducible and from Theorem l(b) H w C$,,V,,,,.) for a certain (rU, r1 ,...) # 
(Zk , Zk + 1, Zk f I,...) with 0 < r, & rl < ... < Z, + 1, r, < Zk f 1. Now, 
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assume that iG # 0, i.e. Y,~,~ > 1, for any i E 1. Then by the assumption 
iG Q iF and we conclude that iF C M and iM C M $ iH for i E I. Moreover 
iH/iM w “is, so M = iM. Hence we have the equalities Q(iM) = Q(M) = 
Q(jM), i, j E 1, which imply that rzi = nj . For any i, j E I denote by 
i,jH the Hopf subalgebra of H generated by YO,i ,..., Y,i,i , Y,,,j. Clearly 
i-iH = j*iH and iH, jH C i*jH. Then iF $ M $ i*jH C H and MpF 1s a waist in 
i*jHjiF. Consequently the object i*jH/iF is indecomposable and it is generated 
by two primitive elements Zni,i, ZTj,,j which are the images of YnTVi , Y,:$,? by 
the natural epimorphism i*fH 4 ZJH/~F. Hence from Theorem 7.11 m [4] 
we get that Zn,,{ = biiZ,+ for some 0 # 6,, E k. Thus Y,i,i - bijY,j,j f iF C M 
and iH = jH = H for any i, j E I. So H is a local noetherian object in -X; 
and by our assumption it is non-zero and non-simple. This completes the proof 
of the theorem. 
In connection with this last result it would be interesting to have a description 
of all abelian Hopf algebras with waists over an arbitrary field k of charac- 
teristic p 3 2. In [7] we have given a complete description of indecomposable 
injective objects in Xi (Theorem 3.3) for every field k of characteristic p >, 2 
and a description of indecomposable projective objects in *I for every field k 
of characteristic? 3 2 having finite dimension over kp [7, Theorem 4.11. More- 
over, in this last case we have shown that Xi is a semiperfect functor category 
[7, Corollary 4.21 and then local noetherian objects in z1 are quotient objects 
of indecomposable projective objects [6, Lemma 1.61. 
3. ENDOMORPHISM RINGS 
As before, let k be a perfect field of characteristicp > 2. By W(k) we denote 
the ring of infinite Witt p-vectors over k and by W,+,(k), n E N, we denote the 
ring of Witt p-vectors of the length n + 1 (see [3, 91). We recall that W(k) 
is a complete, discrete valuation ring with a unique maximal ideal (p), 
k = fV)l( $4 and Wn+l(k) = W41(~n+1). 
Consider the homomorphisms of rings 
given by pn(c) w c A InP for c = (cO ,..., c,) E W,+,(k), n E iV, where i< is 
the multiplication in the ring IV,+,~P) = AlgJnP, “P), Algs denoting 
the category of all commutative k-algebras. Schoeller showed in [S, p. 1501 
that pn are isomorphisms. Moreover, they induce the ring isomorphisms 
(I,: W(k) = ns W,+,(k) -nq End(nP) = End(ml) 
/ / 
0,: uI,+,(k) + End(“P) h End(nl) 
where * is induced by the isomorphism (“P)* w “1, n E N. 
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We have the following 
THEOREM 3. (a) Let n E N and (rs ,..., r,) be (n + I)-tuple such tlrat yi E N+, 
O<r,,< *.* < r, < co. Then 
where m = n + I if r0 3 n + 1 and m = min{l; 1 < 1 < fr, r,_r < 1> if 
Yg < n. 
(b) Let neN+ and(s,,s,.... ) be u sequence such that Si E Nf, 0 < s,, < 
s, < ... < n + 1. Then 
JWC&.sl....)) = w&) 
where t = min{i; i E N+, si + i 3 n + I} and W,(k) = W’(R). 
Proof. First we recall that from Proposition 1.7 (V, Sect. 1, no 1) in [3] it 
follows that a,( p)(X,,) = 0 and a,( p)(X,.) = XF_, if Y > 1. 
(a) Denote by w the natural epimorphism “P -+ L(,,... ,TI1) and put 
Y, = m(X,), 0 < r < n. Observe that for every f E End(nP), 0 < Y < n, 
f(XJ = %X7 + % 
where a, E k, us = 0 and for Y > 0 U, is a polynomial of X,, ,. .., X,-r . Hence 
f ((X,“‘,..., x;*>> c (Xi?,..., Xz’). Consequently, for every f c End(nP) there 
exists a unique g E End(Lc70,...,7n)) such that wf = gw and so we obtain a homo- 
morphism of rings /I: End(nP) + End(LtrO,...,rm)). Let 01 = rS,, . The homo- 
morphism o! is an epimorphism because “P is projective in %I , Hence 
where m is a minimal natural number <n + 1 such that a( p”) = 0. By the 
definition of 01, Lc,~,...,,~) and the equalities pn( p)(X,) = a,( p)(X,.), 0 < Y < n, 
we obtain that for 1 <Z<n+l, a(~“)=0 iff Z=n+l orY& =O. 
Consequently, m = n + 1 if r,, > n + 1 and m = min(l; 1 < 1 < n, r,_, < I) 
if r,, < n. This finishes the proof of (a). 
(b) Similarly we show that h(C~s0,8,,...j) C Cz0,8,,... for every h E End(“I) 
and we obtain the ring homomorphism y: End(nl) -+ End(C;,,,l,...,) which 
assigns to each h E End(nI) the restriction y(h) of h to C~0,81,..~, . As above, let 
: mI+ nl be the natural epimorphism and put 2, = 0,(X,), Y E N. Moreover, 
z observe that er, induces the ring homomorphism W(k)“% End(@l) dEnd(“I) 
and so we get that the homomorphism p . lnr is given by 
(P . 1d(&) = 0 and (P * W(G) = -c-l if r>l. (*) 
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Now consider the following composition 7 of ring homomorphisms 
w,+,(k) % JhdP1) 2 End(C~o.sl,...))~ 
Since 111 is injective in .& , 7 is an epimorphism. Hence 
End(CZo.sl,...)) m VW(P) M W,(k) 
where t is a minimal element in N+ such that T( pt) = 0. By the definitions of -r, 
C;Ls,,S,,.J and (*) we have that for i E N, T( pi) = 0 iff Zi2i’:’ = 0 for m > i. 
Consequently t = min{i; i E N+, si + i 3 n+ 1) and the theorem is proved. 
By Theorems 2 and 3 we have 
COROLLARY 4. The endonmphism ring of every abelian Hopf algebra with 
waist is the ring of Witt p-vectors of finite length. 
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